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Content
• Data analytics in banking and finance: issues and 
problem
• Getting to know visual analytics
• Visual analytics in actions
• Visual analytics best practices
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Everyday Data Analyst
• Non-professional statistician
• Uses spreadsheet as main analytical tool 
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• Data rich, information poor
• How to understand them?
We Have a Data Problem
Myth 1: Have dashboard will travel
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Myth 2: Analytics = Advance Statistics 
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Data sense-making
• Visualization’s greatest 
strength is its use for 
sense-making
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What is Visual Analytics?
• Data visualization plus
– Interaction
– Statistical processing
– Story telling
– Scientific approach
• Visual Analytics is the science of analytical 
reasoning supported by a highly interactive visual 
interface
• Detecting the expected, discovering the 
unexpected
Conceptual View of Visual Analytics
Exploration
Analysis
PRIVATE REALM
VISUAL THINKING
Synthesis
Presentation
PUBLIC REALM
VISUAL 
COMMUNICATION
Interactive and Visual Analytics Framework 
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Analytical Navigation
• Shneiderman’s mantra:
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“Overview first,
zoom and filter,
then details-on-demand”
Analytical Interactive
• Highlighting: highlight a selected subgroup
• Selection: selection of a subgroup of interest
• Query: query information on objects for non-
obvious information
• Filtering: reduce the data that we’re viewing to a 
subset
• Dynamic Variation: instantaneous change of plot 
parameters
Visual Portfolio Analytics
• Challenges: 
– large data volume
– multiple variables
– dynamic datasets
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Treemaps showing millions records
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Line graph vs Horizon graph
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Visual Market Segmentation
• Challenges:
– large data volume
– multiple categorical variables
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Parallel sets: Two categorical variables
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Parallel Sets: Three categorical variables
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Parallel Sets: Interactive analytics
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Predictive Simulation
• How to understand the complex black box used?
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Blackbox
Decisions
Parameters
Performance
Measures
Consequence
Variables
Develop the logic inside
Using Influence diagram
Input variable to be
decided by the user 
Input variable with
a given value 
Output variables with values 
of key interest to the user
Output variables with values
produced in the calculations
Here come the lightbulb: Profiler
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In Conclusion
• Visual analytics can be fun!
• You shouldn’t have to be a statistician to get 
information from your data
• Interactive and visual analytics approaches 
empowering everyday data analysts   
• Visual analytics is more than computer graphics.  
It’s an entirely different way of approaching data: 
It’s dynamic, it’s interactive, and it’s visual.
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